Abstract-We give an overview of a buffer tree synthesis package which pays particular attention to the following issues: routing and buffer blockages, minimization of interconnect and buffer costs, congestion, exploitation of temporal locality among the sinks, and addressing sink polarity requirements. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the tool in comparison with previously proposed techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N THE DEEP submicrometer era, effective performance-driven interconnect synthesis has become crucial for achieving chip-level timing closure. When synthesizing an interconnect structure for a timing critical net, there are a number of degrees of freedom which may be exploited including buffer insertion, wire tapering, topology, and topology embedding. The past ten years have seen the growth of a substantial body of work in the area. Many of the practical buffer insertion techniques in use today can be traced to the seminal work of van Ginneken [13] which proposed a dynamic programming algorithm for inserting buffers into a given rooted topology. In addition, buffer insertion techniques for two-pin nets have received some attention [8] , [15] . In the area of routing topology construction, there are several works of particular relevance to this paper. These include the P-Tree-based methods [11] , methods for timing driven routing of two-pin nets (including blockages) [7] , [15] , and methods which combine buffer insertion and topology construction [4] , [10] , [12] , [14] .
In this paper, we address the interconnect synthesis problem and introduce S-Tree and SP-Tree algorithms with a number of criteria and objectives in mind which we believe to be of practical importance. An overview of the issues emphasized follows.
A. Simultaneous Buffer Insertion and Tree Construction
We believe that overall improvements in solution quality can be achieved by not viewing the interconnect synthesis as a twophase process (routing construction followed by buffer insertion) but as a simultaneous approach. While some past works have attempted such a unification [4] , [10] , those methods do not meet some of our other objectives (e.g., scalability and critical sink isolation).
B. Handling Routing and Buffer Blockages
In real designs, there are often limitations on where wires can be routed and where buffers can be inserted. We address these issues explicitly in the proposed algorithms by adopting a general graph model as our routing target.
C. Temporal Locality and Sink Polarity Requirements
A potential weakness of some topology constructions is that they are oblivious to sink criticality. For example, in the P-Tree method [11] , a sink permutation is formed where consecutive subsequences of sinks are candidates for subtrees. Since the sink permutation is determined by the relative physical locality of the sinks and is oblivious of sink criticality (temporal locality), some very high performance and/or cost effective solutions may fall outside the solution space. It is instructive to consider the case in which buffers are used to decouple a noncritical group of sinks. In such a case (in order to conserve scarce buffering resources), it may be preferable to allow some additional wire-length so that they may be "tapped-off" with a single buffer. See Section II-A and Section II-B for more discussion of this issue. A similar phenomenon occurs when sinks have specified signal polarity requirements (some sinks expecting an inverted signal). In [1] , notions of temporal locality and polarity requirements were incorporated into a sink clustering algorithm (using a heuristic "similarity metric") as part of a topology construction procedure; the resulting topology was handed to a fixed-topology buffer insertion tool. We argue that notions of temporal and physical locality should be separated if robust and predictable behavior is to be expected. The algorithms presented herein capture physical locality through topology constraints and temporal locality through sink partitioning. Together these two items create a generalized topology space capturing both requirements. Additionally, simultaneous exploration of embedding and buffering was performed.
D. Ability to Handle Relatively High Fan-Out Nets
It is often the case that in a typical modern design flow we see some signal nets with relatively high fan-out (e.g., 15 pins or more). Such nets may result from the removal of buffers introduced by logic synthesis producing nets that will be rebuffered with more physical information. Such nets are often 0278-0070/03$17.00 © 2003 IEEE crucial to overall system performance. Prior methods which exhibited significant robustness and generality of problem formulation tended to not scale well to such size of nets (e.g., [4] , and [10] which are high-degree polynomial and exponential respectively). In our approach, we use a set of tools to address this problem. The SP-Tree algorithm is able to generate high quality solutions for small and medium size nets. The S-Tree algorithm is able to efficiently solve high fan-out nets.
E. Cost/Performance Tradeoffs and Congestion
We recognize that while our algorithms focus on the one-net problem, a real computer-aided design (CAD) system's objective is to drive an entire design to timing closure. Thus, multiple nets must compete for wiring and buffering resources and it is clearly not sufficient, for example, to maximize the performance of a particular net without paying attention to some measure of cost incurred. Further, when one considers that recent estimates indicate that, in the near future, perhaps more than 700 K buffers will be required simply to buffer global or near-global interconnects [3] , it becomes clear that the overuse of buffering resources will have dramatic consequences.
Having these issues in mind, we have designed our algorithms in a way that naturally exploits three degrees of freedom: topology, embedding (placement of Steiner nodes in a target graph), and buffer placement. Different utilization of these degrees of freedom provides a unique framework with a tradeoff between solution space coverage and runtime. An overview of how these degrees of freedom are exploited is given in the Section II, then we sketch some of the implementation details in the Section III.
II. SOLUTION SPACE DESCRIPTION
The motivation behind topology spaces of the S-Tree and the SP-Tree is that they are compatible with bottom-up dynamic programming framework. We will first examine topology space of the S-Tree. To understand the SP-Tree topology space, it is also instructive to examine the P-Tree space.
A. S-Tree Space
We begin with the problem of mapping the Steiner nodes of a given topology to the vertices of a target graph.
The S-Tree algorithm uses a given topology to capture physical locality of sinks (this topology can be generated by any means). Ignoring temporal locality for the moment, Fig. 1 illustrates the embedding space for a given topology where we show two possible embeddings. Even though the topology is fixed, there is clearly some flexibility in the embedding which may be useful particularly in timing-driven applications. This flexibility, however, is limited and precludes certain potentially useful solutions (e.g., it may be useful depending on timing requirements to isolate sink completely with its own path from the driver ; this is not possible for this topology).
S-Tree generalizes this notion to provide more flexibility in the topology space (in fact, exponential flexibility). This is done through a sink partition (in general, this sink partition may be arbitrary, but a heuristic partition, likely near critical sinks from noncritical sinks, is useful in practice).
In the S-Tree algorithm, besides a topology , we are also given a partitioning of the sinks into two disjoint sets and . Now consider a subtree in rooted at vertex with left and right subtrees and . Some sinks in the subtree belong to , others to . If we have two sets of topologies and (covering disjoint sets of sinks), then is the set of all topologies where a root has a member of as its left subtree and a member of as its right subtree (basically a cross-product; if one of the sets is empty, the output is the other nonempty set).
Given these notions, let be the set of topologies in the S-Tree space for the subtree rooted at and covering all sinks in the subtree. Let be the set of topologies for the subtree rooted at and covering only those sinks in the subtree which are in partition . Similarly, is the set of topologies rooted at and covering sinks from . If is a sink, then it does not have subtrees. Since must be either in or , the base case is trivial: If and is a sink, then and . The case where is a sink in is handled similarly. The following recurrence relations establish these sets:
The expansion in solution space comes from . It allows us to "promote" one of the subsets and stitch it to the root (giving rise to the S-Tree name). Fig. 2 illustrates the solution space for a six-sink topology with a given sink partitioning. Naturally, the given topology (on top) is included in the space in addition to the other four shown. Note that while three topologies are isomorphic to the given topology, some of the sinks have been relabeled ( and now being closer to the root and and farther away).
Two notions motivate this idea. First, in a dynamic programming framework, the optimal solution in the expanded solution space can be found with only a small amount of extra work versus the totally fixed topology case. Second, it is well suited to timing-related issues where it is often desirable for groups of critical or noncritical sinks to be in the same subtree. If and are critical and noncritical sinks (or are so believed), then the stitching operation enables this quite naturally.
To illustrate the second point, consider Fig. 3 . Topology and sink partition are given; sink is critical. It is likely that we desire a direct path from to which decouples all off-path capacitance with one or more buffers. For the given topology, the best we can do is illustrated on the lower-left. In the S-Tree, the solution on the lower-right becomes possible. Not only will the S-Tree solution have lower delay to sink , it also uses just one buffer. We expect that such savings will be increasingly important as more buffers are needed in typical designs and conservation of buffering resources becomes crucial.
Given this notion of the S-Tree space, the algorithm optimally solves the following problem. Given technology parameters, timing requirements, a buffer library, a target routing graph, a topology, and a sink partition ( , ), find a topology in the corresponding space, and its embedding and buffer assignments which minimize cost (e.g., some function of buffers, area, wire length) subject to timing constraints.
B. P-Tree Space
The P-Tree algorithm [11] achieves a high degree of flexibility (enabling an exponential number of topologies) by constraining the topology to be induced by a sink permutation. This sink permutation is constructed in a way that captures physical locality between sinks; thus, consecutive subsequences in the permutation are likely to make good candidate subtrees.
Since the permutation is determined solely by physical locality, we observe similar phenomenon as in the case of fixed topology embedding. The ability to effectively isolate critical/noncritical groups of sinks is limited (similarly, the ability to separate sets of sinks with differing polarity requirements is poor). For example, consider Fig. 4 . We see that the critical sinks are "pinched" by the given sink permutation and it requires three buffers to decouple the noncritical sinks. On the other hand, a different topology outside the P-Tree space would enable a single buffer to give equal or better performance as shown in the lower solution. proposed approach captures solution on bottom.
At first glance, it is appealing to adopt a different similarity metric (as in [1] ) as a guide for constructing the sink permutation to alleviate this problem. However, our experience indicates that the heuristic measures one might attempt lack the predictability necessary for a robust approach. Instead, we have adopted the stitching idea of S-Tree whereby sink criticality (and now polarity requirements) are captured through the orthogonal notion of sink partitions, while the sink permutation continues to capture the physical sink locality. The resulting generalization of P-Tree has been dubbed SP-Tree.
Our current framework is more general in that we enable the partitioning of sinks into four sets (if appropriate) to consider sink polarity requirements: 1) critical/positive; 2) critical/negative; 3) noncritical/positive; and 4) noncritical/negative. This generalization has been applied to the S-Tree framework as well.
Before discussing algorithmic details, we clarify the objectives of SP-Tree versus those of the S-Tree. The main advantage S-Tree has is scalability, while the advantage of SP-Tree is solution space coverage. The goal of SP-Tree is to provide excellent solution quality for modest sized nets which represent a large percentage of those in practice (e.g., up to ten or 12 sinks). On the other hand, S-Tree (or some hybrid approach) may be used for larger fan-out nets (e.g., up to 20 sinks).
III. ALGORITHMIC OVERVIEW
This section sketches details of the proposed algorithms. We first discuss the construction of the target routing graphs to capture blockages; for clarity, we then present the algorithms in the absence of the stitching operation ("without sets"). An overview of a generalization of Dijkstra's algorithm is discussed (this enables the natural handling of general graph). We then show how to join branching solutions followed by methods to eliminate suboptimal solutions as early as possible. Finally, we discuss how the stitching idea can be incorporated into this framework.
A. Target Graph Construction
As a preprocessing step we construct a graph on which an abstract topology will be embedded. We extend grid lines from the driver and every sink. Intersections of those grid lines become candidates for branch points (Fig. 5) . To allow simultaneous routing blockage avoidance, we remove all vertices (and edges adjacent to them) which are covered by routing blockages. Then, we include additional gridlines which are adjacent to boundaries of those blockages (shifted in appropriate direction by value determined from technology parameters). Intersection of those new gridlines with existing ones also gives candidates for branch points. Routing blockages that are not of rectangular shape can be represented as a union of rectangular shaped blockages.
Another type of blockage is buffer blockage-i.e., the region in which the buffer insertion is not allowed, but through which wires can pass. To handle those, we mark all vertices in routing graph that are covered by buffer blockages to prevent buffer insertion (but still consider them as branching candidates). Also, we add extra gridlines around buffer blockages to allow detours for possible buffer pickups.
It is worth mentioning that our algorithms are designed to work on general graphs (which can represent multiple layers, diagonal wires, etc.) and that this is just one of the ways to construct a target routing graph (we used this construction in our experiments).
To capture congestion, we can assign some cost (different from default values) to each edge and vertex in the graph. Vertex cost should reflect placement congestion information. If the region is congested, then it is "expensive" to insert a buffer at that location and it would be "cheaper" to insert a buffer in some less congested area. In this way, cost of inserting a buffer is context dependent. If a buffer is not inserted at some vertex, there is no contribution of that vertex to the total solution cost. In the similar way, edge cost should reflect routing congestion information, i.e., routing over regions with smaller routing congestion is "cheaper" then routing over highly congested areas. Considering both routing and placement congestion, noncritical nets (and noncritical subtrees of a net) are stimulated to use less expensive resources, leaving scarce resources in congested regions available for critical nets.
B. Solutions for the Nonstitching Cases
For ease of presentation, we first describe the dynamic programming decomposition used in the S-Tree and the SP-Tree without stitching (equation with one set) which is similar in flavor to several past works [9] , [11] . A candidate solution for a buffered subtree rooted at some vertex in the target routing graph will be represented by its signature ( , , ) indicating that this candidate subsolution incurs cost (e.g., subsolution's composite wire and buffer cost), has upward capacitance , and has required arrival time at its root. Given this notion of a signature, a subsolution is nondominated if no other solution is superior in all three dimensions. Any dominated solution may be discarded. Note that while, as many papers have noticed [4] , only and are necessary to assure a maximum solution, all three parameters appear necessary if we want to avoid excessive cost overhead. Since represents the load of a solution, once we insert a buffer, becomes equal to the input capacitance of that buffer loosing any downstream information. In a case without buffer insertion, cost of a wire segment is not necessarily proportional to the capacitance of that segment due to different routing congestion induced costs. To capture cost of a solution we need a separate parameter . On the other hand, we need to keep the actual downstream load for delay computation purposes. This increases run-time complexity, but we believe it is truly necessary for practical solutions; experimental evidence supports this belief.
Let be a vertex in the given topology and be a vertex in the target routing graph (Fig. 5 ). In the S-Tree, we define to be the set of nondominated solutions for subtree rooted at in given topology , with root placed at in , connecting all sinks in that subtree. In the SP-Tree, we define to be the set of nondominated solutions over all permutation induced routing topologies driving sinks through and rooted at . We apply dynamic programming techniques to compute these sets in bottom-up fashion (an overview of the basic S-Tree algorithm appears in Fig. 6 and for the more complex SP-Tree case in Fig. 7) .
When all sets are established, the candidate solutions in (where is the root of the topology and is the location of the driver in the target graph) for the S-Tree case and in the SP-Tree case are augmented to consider the effect of the driver (additional load-dependent delay) which then results in the overall set of nondominated solutions with respect to cost and required-time (slack) . These form a tradeoff curve from which a solution can be selected.
In order to compute these sets it is useful to define a related group of intermediate sets in which the vertex in the target graph is constrained to be a branching point (basically, a Steiner). Let these sets be in the S-Tree variant and in the SP-Tree variant. Subsequently, we will refer to these sets simply as and when the discussion applies to both the S-Tree and SP-Tree cases. These branching solutions are computed from the appropriate previously computed single-stem solutions via a join operation (as illustrated in Fig. 6 for S-Tree and Fig. 7 for SP-Tree). As an example, in the S-Tree case, proceeding bottom-up in the topology, suppose we are at some vertex ; we visit each graph vertex and first compute by joining solutions from the appropriate subtrees (for instance, a solution in are formed by joining a solution in with one from where and are 's left and right children in ).
It is worth mentioning that join step (line f4 in Fig. 7 ) is trivial in a two-dimensional case when we keep only and and can be done in time proportionally linear to the sizes of the joining sets. In case where we have ( , , ) triples, to guarantee optimality we have to construct a cross product of all costs and join sets in respect of that cross product (see Section III-D). Also, pruning of dominated solutions is no longer trivial. Methods and modified data-structures from [9] have been used (see Section III-E).
C. Generalized Dijkstra's Algorithm
We have defined what the solution sets and mean and have given an idea of how to compute . What remains is the computation of . We propose that the problem can be solved efficiently with a generalized version of Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm (Fig. 8) . We let the branching point solutions form the initial wavefront (note that the wavefront entries are triples [ , , ] not scalars as in traditional shortest paths) and expand in a manner similar to [7] and [15] .
We start by initializing the priority queue with solutions. These solutions represent the nondominated solutions that are constrained to be a branching solution at particular vertex in . These solutions are candidates for the solutions and not all of them will be chosen at the end.
Once the queue is initialized, we start removing candidate solutions from the queue and perform a suboptimality test (i.e., compare it with already stored solutions). If a solution is not suboptimal, we store it in a permanent data structure. Then, for each neighbor in the target graph, we augment its cost, load, and slack for the wire segment it traverses and buffers that we try to insert. Those augmented solutions are tested for suboptimality again and if they pass the test they are inserted back into the queue. This additional suboptimality test is not required for the optimality of the algorithm, but we noticed a reduction in run-time that we could not ignore due to a smaller queue size. We repeat this until the queue becomes empty. Instead of a single "best" solution, we generate a set of nondominated solutions and instead of a single label we have a list of nondominated labels at each vertex in .
Solution candidates in the queue (which is implemented as a binary heap) are ordered by best cost first, second, by slack, and third, by downstream load. The main reason for this ordering is that pruning of suboptimal solutions (see Section III-E) can be done more efficiently. If we know that next expanded candidate solution has higher cost than the previous one we can exploit this property and design our dominance query as two-dimension using only ( , ). Further, for expanded candidate solutions to be monotone, we have to order them secondarily by slack because downstream load value is not monotone (high load of some candidate solution is reduced to a buffer input capacitance after a buffer is inserted). Another reason for this ordering is that it allows an efficient insertion of accepted solutions into our data structure, what is done in constant time (insert always at the tail of the list).
D. Join Operation
Since our sets contain ( , , ) triples, when we join two sets with we have to join every triple from one set with every triple from the other. We then prune suboptimal solutions. Joining two triples, ( , , ) and ( , , ) into ( , , ) is done by adding up costs and loads and taking the worst slack
To efficiently join two sets, we use methods from [10] . In each set , we can store ( , , ) triples distributed into linked lists based on cost , i.e., all triples of the same cost are in the same list. Then we use "join_list" primitive [10] to join these lists. We repeat this for every possible pair of costs (basically a cross product). It is worth mentioning that join_list step can be done in time proportionally linear to the sizes of the joining sets [10] . 
E. Dominance Property and Pruning
An important concept through this paper is the notion of nondominated solution. Since a single solution is characterized by a triplet ( , , ) (cost, capacitance, and slack), there is no total order on solutions in one particular set. Consider two solutions ( , , ) and ( , , ) that have the same cost. We say that ( , , ) dominates ( , , ) if ( and ) or ( and ) . If the first solution has smaller load and equal or better slack (or equal load and better slack), then we do not want to keep the other solution.
To determine dominance in general case, a solution ( , , ) is nondominated if no other solution is better in all three dimensions. Given a nondominated set of solutions and a candidate solution ( , , ), we can say that is dominated by and and
Because the solutions are expanded from the queue in nondecreasing order of cost , we observe that the first inequality ( ) holds for every member of . Thus, the problem reduces to determine if some member of is at least as good as ( , , ) in the and dimension. The existence of such a member of can, of course, be determined through a linear scan of . However, with use of appropriate data structure the problem can be solved in time. Such a data structure is given in [9] (for the optimization of static routing topologies) and is adopted here with some modifications. We store the members of in a binary search tree ordered by ( is ignored due to the reasoning above). At each node we store (the associated value) and (the largest value in the left subtree, including the current value of ). The recursive rules for traversing the tree are shown in Fig. 9 (in the base case where the tree is empty, the solution is clearly nondominated).
An example of this data structure appears in Fig. 10 . Keep in mind that underlying shown values in the tree are values, so values in the tree are not in general nondominated among themselves, but the corresponding ( , , ) triples are. Consider a query in which we want to determine if (29,7) is dominated. We apply case 3 at the root since some solution in the left subtree dominates (has smaller cost and load and better slack). Suppose instead the query is (10, 7) ; in this case, we traverse the tree all the way to the vertex (12, 8) and, finally, a NULL subtree to conclude that it is nondominated. If the query is (10,15), we apply case 2 at the root and declare it nondominated.
The idea is that instead of using a linked list to store values of , we use the augmented binary tree. The strategy is implemented such that queries and insertions are always logarithmic in the size of the tree by applying a balanced scheme such as red-black trees. Our observation is that updating the augmenting values during the rotation operations is not necessary. In fact, value does not have to be strict in the sense that as long as at some node is not smaller then the max from the left subtree (including the current node) and not greater then the max of all elements in the tree that have smaller , the dominance rules will hold. Since rotation operations for balancing red-black trees do not violate these constraints if the elements are inserted in nondominated order (what is our case), we do not need to perform updates.
F. Incorporating "Stitching"
In addition to the ability to deal with blockages, one of the contributions of this paper is the notion of using sink partitions to capture temporal and/or polarity locality and expand the solution space accordingly. We refer to the way in which the various notions locality interact as "stitching."
Suppose we have two sink partitions. We then define the following generalizations of the sets. We state the sets for the SP-Tree case; the S-Tree sets are analogous.
: The set of nondominated solutions with root embedded at in and connecting only sinks in the intersection of and sinks . : Similarly defined except limited to sinks in .
: Similarly defined, but topologies must connect sinks in contained in (in this case all sinks in ). Note that the set of topologies covered by this set is a strict generalization of the usual P-Tree space in that topologies are built up additionally using the and solutions. To compute these sets, we also define respective branching solutions , , and . Proceeding bottom-up, we compute sets , , and in the same way as explained previously with one difference in computing sets (this is where the stitching comes in). Solutions in may be constructed first by joining with for some or from joining with (these are the "stitched" solutions). The nondominated solutions in the resulting union are retained. In this way, we separate critical/noncritical subtrees (and similarly when considering sink polarities). Given the pseudocode for modified JoinSTree subroutine that incorporates stitching (Fig. 11) , we can extend JoinSPTree to capture the stitching idea. Modified JoinSPTree subroutine is given in Fig. 12 .
Generalizations: We have presented algorithms where there are two sets of sinks. However, there is no reason (except computational complexity as there is a run-time term which is expo- nential in the number of sets) that we cannot use three or more sets. In fact, in the limit where we have singleton sets, the permutation becomes irrelevant and we obtain optimality.
We found two more set partitioning schemes to be of particular interest. We can partition sinks as noncritical "not sure," if critical and highly critical. We then define the following sets: , , , , , and . Observe that we do not join solutions that spawn highly critical and noncritical sinks ( ) for obvious reasons.
The other case of practical interest is with four partitions: ( ) positive polarity constraints and critical, ( ) positive and noncritical, ( ) negative and noncritical, and ( ) negative and critical. Here we define following nine sets: , ,
, and in a similar way. Observe that, in "intermediate" sets, we join all critical sets, all noncritical sets, all positive polarity sets and all negative polarity sets. In this way, we are able to simultaneously capture physical, temporal, and polarity locality.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Implementation Issues
Some important implementation details have not been mentioned in the interest of space. In balanced binary tree data structure for efficient determination of the dominance property, we do not need to keep elements with identical values. When a new element is inserted and its value is already in the tree, that means that the element is nondominated and it must have its value larger than the existing value. So, we only need to update to . In subroutine Join, since we have to compute a cross product of joining sets, we first compute the new joined costs and sort them. Then, we compute the actual joins in the min-cost first order. This allows us not only to have solutions expanded in min-cost order what is required for efficient pruning, but also to perform list pruning for some fixed cost (which is done in time; just check the tail of the list) and then only for those elements that "survived" we check the general dominance through balanced binary tree data structure.
Sometimes a subtree's sinks are from only one set. Careful bookkeeping exploits this and avoids redundant computations.
B. Initial Topology
Although initial topology is a parameter to S-Tree algorithm, it has to be generated somehow. We used the minimum spanning tree (MST)-based approach and a P-TreeA topology, both discussed in [11] .
C. Speedup Techniques
It is often the case that nondominated candidate solution can be discarded by computing lower-bounds or putting a threshold on the global cost. We have incorporated such strategies and achieved substantial speedups. Also, a buffer library pruning [2] (discarding buffers which are dominated by other buffers) as a preprocessing step improves run-time.
D. Solution Quality
Careful choice of buffer candidate locations may improve solution quality. For example, segmenting long wires and/or inserting additional grid lines into graph may yield better solutions. These simple modifications do have impact on run-time but do not affect overall algorithm complexity.
E. Sink Partitioning
Currently, we use simple heuristics to partition critical from noncritical sinks. We compute estimated delays from the source to each sink, adjust the given required time by these estimates and, then rank the estimated achievable slacks. Partitioning with respect to sink polarity is trivial.
F. Modifications
There are some trivial modifications to the algorithm which are important in practice. Inverter handling is done through previously studied techniques in buffer insertion. Buffer insertion step is done in generalized Dijkstra's algorithm in a way similar to [8] , implicitly allowing buffer cascading.
G. Solution Space
It is instructive to compare solution space coverage of our algorithms and other known techniques (Fig. 13) . If we start with the van Ginneken-style buffer insertion algorithm [13] on fixed and embedded topology, we can generalize it by relaxing the embedding constraint and allowing simultaneous topology embedding and buffer insertion on fixed (nonembedded) topology. By relaxing topology constraint further we can take two directions. Allowing topology to break using stitching, we get the S-Tree algorithm, or by considering all topologies that satisfy sink permutation we get the P-Tree algorithm. If we start from the same topology, solution spaces of S-Tree and P-Tree do intersect, but one is not contained in the other (also the fixed topology mentioned above must be consistent with S-Tree and P-Tree spaces). In the SP-Tree algorithm, stitching allows topologies that break sink permutation constraint, so both S-Tree and P-Tree spaces are completely contained in SP-Tree's space together with some other topologies that are not considered by either S-Tree or P-Tree.
H. Algorithm Complexity
Let us first consider the case without stitching, which is an extended version of P-Tree algorithm with the ability to handle blockages. In the literature, P-Tree algorithm is mentioned in "various running modes" (P-TreeA, P-TreeAT, and P-Tree). We have extended the P-Tree algorithm from [10] , since P-TreeA and P-TreeAT do not perform buffer insertion (P-TreeA constructs a timing-driven min-cost unbuffered tree and P-TreeAT constructs a set of nondominated unbuffered trees with cost/slack tradeoff). As stated in [10] , evaluating the algorithm in terms of the number of primitives it executes, we have an algorithm. This can be seen in the computation of . There are sets (note that there are vertices in target routing graph) and for each such set we execute primitives. The primitives are not constant time operations. However, it can be argued that the size of these sets is polynomially bounded in the parameters of the problem instance and, thus, the algorithm is pseudopolynomial overall. In further discussion, we will use notation for nonconstant time operations that are polynomially bounded in the parameters of the problem instance.
Our first extension of P-Tree [10] includes the ability to handle blockages. We have done that through general graph model and modified Dijkstra's algorithm (Section III-C) without affecting the overall algorithm complexity. The overall complexity is still dominated by computing sets. In P-Tree [10] , computation of sets was performed by four sweeps of the grid graph ( size) and that was invoked times yielding overall complexity of . With our modifications we have runs of modified Dijkstra's algorithm yielding , what is , so computation of still dominates overall complexity. Our second extension incorporates stitching. Let us examine the case with two sink partitions (cases with more sink partitions are similar). Instead of computing sets and we now have to compute sets , , , , , and . In other words, we have about three times more work. In practice, due to pruning suboptimal solutions and due to the fact that sinks in some subtree may be from one partition only, we have a slowdown smaller than a factor of three. In Fig. 14 , we have compared a slowdown factor of SP-Tree to P-Tree on various nets. We have plotted maximal and minimal slowdown factors per net size that we encountered in our experiments. By stitching, we are able to expand solution space exponentially (in general case) and pay only constant overhead in run-time.
As for the S-Tree, we have sets . In computing sets we execute primitives. For computation of we have calls of modified Dijkstra's algorithm what yields a complexity of .
V. EXPERIMENTS
We have implemented S-Tree and SP-Tree algorithms and performed some initial experiments to evaluate their effectiveness. The experiments were conducted in Solaris environment on a Sun Ultra 1 workstation with a 200-MHz CPU and 384 MB of RAM. 1 The main criteria of interest are solution quality in terms of both slack and cost (wire length and buffer usage) and run-time. Our experiments are compared with a P-Tree based approach [10] (modified to handle blockages) which is known to produce high quality solutions particularly for uniform required times and recursively merging and pruning (RMP) [4] . For RMP, we also reported results for "Quick" running mode where heuristics are used to reduce CPU time. Wire length is reported in micrometers, slack in picoseconds and execution time in seconds of CPU time. Technology parameters are representative of 0.25-m technology. For each net three solutions are shown: minimum cost, minimum cost feasible (cheapest with positive slack), and maximum slack. Runs that failed to report result in 30 min were terminated. The maximum amount of memory used by S/P-Tree algorithms was 83 MB. Solution cost in the S/P-Tree algorithms is defined as a function of wire capacitance (which is proportional to wire length) and input buffer capacitance (
). This enables arbitrary kind of cost normalization (e.g., bias toward minimizing buffers or wire length). Buffer input capacitance is not a good measure of buffer cost since buffer libraries contain cascaded buffers which do have small input capacitance but large area. In TABLE I  6-12 PIN NETS, UNIFORM REQUIRED ARRIVAL TIME   TABLE II 6-12 PIN NETS, NONUNIFORM REQUIRED ARRIVAL TIME, BUFFER-BIASED COST absence of "real world" buffer cost data we used this cost, but, in general, it is given to our algorithms as a parameter.
In the first set of experiments, we used randomly generated nets with small variations in sink required arrival time (Table I) . Also, we made buffers inexpensive (
). This experiment shows that when there are no variations in temporal or polarity locality between sinks; an algorithm that considers only physical locality (P-Tree) is sufficient if the goal is to achieve highquality solution (i.e., good slack and small cost). If the goal is to achieve good solution quickly then S-Tree is a good choice, since its smaller solutions space is compensated by "stitching" to fix initial topology "bad" decisions. Also, it is clear that in complex designs, algorithm that maximizes slack without considering solution cost is not of much use for interconnect construction (it could be used for delay estimation).
In the second set of experiments, we allowed large variations in sink-required arrival times (Table II) . We made buffers very expensive ( ). 2 This allows more wire detours in searching for a better solution. Algorithms that consider both temporal and spatial locality give cheaper solutions of the same slack. Although S-Tree is significantly faster, SP-Tree's larger solution space makes it more robust. Again, algorithms that do not consider solution cost produce solutions that are not very likely to be used in practice.
To demonstrate the full power of SP-Tree, in the third set of experiments, we included sink input polarity constraints (Table III) . Buffer library now contains buffers and inverters. Data for RMP is not included since the implementation we were able to obtain does not support inverters and varying sink polarity constraints. Benefits of the stitching idea are even larger for those "difficult" nets. On the cost/performance tradeoff curve (Fig. 15) , it could be seen that SP-Tree gives much cheaper solutions than P-Tree for fixed slack, although solutions do converge to the same max slack solution.
In the fourth set of experiments (Table IV) , we demonstrate the ability of S-Tree to handle relatively high fan-out nets. In cost function, buffer cost dominates wire cost. Other algorithms were not able to produce output within the given time limit. 
VI. EXAMPLE
To demonstrate how stitching works in practice, we constructed a simple example instance and ran S-Tree algorithm on it. Some of the solution topologies are shown in Fig. 16 . Driver is represented by a triangle, sinks by circles, and inserted buffers by squares. Sink that is critical for that particular solution is circled. Also, each solution's slack is reported in pico seconds, the total wire length in micrometers, and the total number of used buffers. In this example, due to timing requirements sinks are partitioned in the following way:
and . Solution on the top left obeys initial topology, which is, in this case, constructed using geometric MST approach. As the solutions move on the tradeoff curve toward more expensive (and faster) ones, it can be clearly seen how that initial topology "breaks" and how, at the end, we have sinks 2 and 5 grouped in the same subtree, isolated from the others. Also note how current critical sink changes from one solution to the other.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have presented the S-Tree and SP-Tree algorithms for synthesis of buffered interconnects. The approach incorporates a unique combination of real-world issues (handling of routing and buffer blockages, cost minimization, congestion awareness, critical sink isolation, sink polarities) while appearing to provide predictably good solutions.
The ability to handle blockages in a uniform way and the ability to meet timing and polarity requirements while conserving buffering and wiring resources are the most important contributions of the work. Its effectiveness versus previous approaches has been experimentally verified.
